D
The paper considers different methods of integrating the functional and logic programming paradigms, starting with the identification of their semantic differences. The main methods to extend functional programs with logic features (i.e. unification) are then considered. These include narrowing, completion, SLD-resolution of equational formulas, and set abstraction. The different techniques are analyzed from several viewpoints, including the ability to support both paradigms, lazy evaluation, and concurrency. a
WHY INTEGRATE LOGIC AND FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGES?
In the last two years several efforts have been devoted to the problem of integrating the most promising classes of declarative languages, i.e. the logic and the functional languages. Several different approaches have been proposed. The most relevant will be surveyed in the following. Some differences can also be found in the aims. We will then start by listing some of the arguments that have been used to support the combination of the two paradigms.
(1)
Notation. Logic languages (based on definite Horn clauses) allow the definition of relations. Some problems can more naturally be described in terms of functions. A (syntactically) powerful language should then allow the definition (and the composition) of relations and functions.
Control.
Functional languages must certainly be considered declarative languages in contrast with standard imperative languages. However, a functional For some functional languages there exist powerful compilation techniques (e.g. translation to combinatorial logic) and implementation techniques (e.g. reduction machines). It is interesting to investigate the possibility of applying these techniques to logic languages or to functional languages extended with typical logic-language features.
Language features.
Functional languages offer a variety of powerful programming concepts (higher-order functions, lazy evaluation and streams, types and polymorphism), which are difficult to cast in the standard logic-programming framework, yet could be easier to understand for a functional-logic language.
Existing functional environments.
Some functional languages (e.g. LISP) have excellent programming environments that could be inherited by a logic component, implemented in the functional language, and somehow interfaced to it.
So far we have only considered some of the advantages of functional programming.
program contains much more control knowledge than the "corresponding" logic program (essentially related to function application). Such knowledge can be exploited by very efficient (deterministic) implementations. A functional language is then adequate to define algorithms. The same goal can only be achieved in logic programs by means of a complex (and sometimes semantically unclear) combination of declarative and control (or metalevel) knowledge.
Of course, logic-programming languages are much more powerful than standard functional languages. The most relevant aspect is their being problem-solving languages, halfway between theorem provers and standard programming languages (including the functional ones). This is why they are adequate to cope with artificial-intelligence and data-base applications and they are good candidates as programming languages for non-expert end users. In the next section we will consider the most relevant distinguishing features of logic languages. This will eventually allow us to better understand the difference between logic and functional languages.
THE UNIQUE FEATURES OF LOGIC LANGUAGES
A logic program is a set of definite Horn clauses. Theorems that can be proved contain existentially quantified variables only (i.e., they are queries). As a consequence there exists a complete refutation procedure (SLD resolution) which is essentially a (nondeterministic) rewriting process, and which computes answers by composing the most general unifiers. This is why, operationally, the theorem prover is essentially an interpreter: rewriting is the typical operational semantics of programming languages. The corresponding declarative semantics property is the existence of a standard model (the minimal Herbrand model), which can also be obtained as a least fixpoint [19] .
Even if logic programs are similar to regular programs, there are some relevant differences. If we consider functional programs, we can mention the following -SLD-resolution (nondetermlnistic rewriting process).
-"don't know" nondeterminism.
. logical variables (unification). aspects:
(1) is Notation. Relations versus functions.
Style. Definition by separate clauses versus conditional expressions.
Control. Flat "AND" composition versus application-induced partial ordering.
Determinism.
Search-based computation ("don't know" nondeterminism) versus deterministic computation.
Logical variables. Unification versus parameter passing and value return. essentially syntactic. The same is true for (2) : several modem functional languages allow the same definition style and are syntactically very similar to logic languages. In the following, when discussing functional languages, we will mainly refer to such languages, which have also been called pattern-matching languages, and include first-order languages (such as TEL [41, 42] , OBJ [25], and HOPE [12] ), term-rewriting systems [34, 30] , and some higher-order languages (such as SASL [5'7] and ML [28, 46] ).
(3) is a semantic issue, related to the semantic difference between functions and relations. The real relevant aspects, however, as shown in Figure 1 , are (4) and (5) . Most of the technical solutions we will describe are based on one of the following ideas:
Add logical variables (and sometimes search) to a functional language to obtain a logic language with functional notation.
Constrain the behavior of logical variables (and sometimes of the search rule) of a logic language to obtain a "more functional" language.
In the following section we will consider some semantic properties mainly related to logical variables.
UNIFICATION AND LOGICAL VARIABLES
Unification is basically different from pattern matching in its being symmetric: variables occurring in the "procedure call" and variables occurring in the "procedure declaration" are handled exactly in the same way. This is the basis of some typical logic-programming features, such as invertibility of procedures and partially determined data structures. In the process interpretation of logic programs, where a goal is represented by a set of processes (the atoms) connected by channels (the variables), logical variables cause channels to be undirected.
There exists no static producer-consumer relation among processes.
In the case of pattern-matching functional languages, on the contrary, channels are directed: a functional process can only consume data on its input channels and produce data on its output channel.
There exist other intermediate cases between pure unification (logical variables) and pure pattern matching (no logical variables), which typically have been found in the framework of concurrent logic languages. all the variables in a process are sometimes handled by unification were implicitly read-only.
From Logic Languages to Functional Languages

as if they
Our interest here is mainly in the languages of class (1) . The constraints on the logical variables cause the resulting language to be essentially a functional language. In fact, processes cannot write on input channels, and no multiple producers are allowed. The only differences from standard functional languages are that the language allows tuple-valued functions and (possibly) some sort of nondeterminism (don't care). Languages in the second class lie between pure logic programs and functional programs, as shown in Figure 2 , which considers nondeterminism as well. Uniform [37] , and FGL + LV [44] are worth mentioning. Other languages were designed with the aim of defining logic languages with a functional syntax. The technical solutions will be considered in Sections 6 and 7, and we will now only provide an informal justification.
Let us consider a first-order equational language, whose programs are equations of the following form:
The language operational semantics (rewriting, reduction) allows us to reduce a closed term (i.e. a term containing no variables) to its normal form. If some syntactic conditions are satisfied (e.g. if the left parts are not unifiable), term reduction is deterministic.
Adding logical variables essentially means that variables may occur in the term to be evaluated. Such variables correspond to existentially quantified variables. As a consequence, in the operational semantics (essentially a symbolic evaluation semantics), unification replaces pattern matching. Unification can bind variables occurring in the term, so that term reduction becomes nondeterministic, with different variable bindings corresponding to different paths.
In order to transform the symbolic interpreter into a logic-programming theorem prover, we only need to change the top-level task from term symbolic reduction to proving reducibility (or unifiability) of two terms, possibly containing quantified) variables.
Let us consider an example, using equations (1) and (2) 
[By equation (2)] xi=s(x*) and the new goal is s(+(xz,O))=O (failure).
The simple example shows that one relevant logic-programming feature related to logical variables, i.e. invertibility, can be achieved naturally. The same is true for partially determined data structures. The resulting language is then a logic language based on a functional notation. In Section 6 we will describe three different but equivalent techniques that are essentially based on the idea sketched above. A rather different approach will be considered in Section 7.
Before going into the technical aspects of logic languages based on functional notation, we will first consider some proposals for interfacing a logic-programming language to a separate functional language.
INTEGRATING SEPARATE LANGUAGES
Several systems have been built in the last few years with the aim of making available in a single environment a functional language and a logic language. Most of the systems are based on LISP or LISP dialects, the main motivations being the existence of excellent programming environments and widespread programming expertise. Let us mention LOGLISP [51, 52] where Cl . . . Cn is the LISP representation of the query, and xl . . . xt are the "answer" variables (occurring in the query). The function ALL returns the list of all solution tuples (which are lists, in turn). The result of a logic-program invocation is then a LISP data structure, which can then be processed by other LISP functions. It is also possible to call LISP programs from a logic program: Any LISP expression can occur in a query or in a clause body.
The resulting language can be viewed as a combination of language and metalanguage [lo] , where Horn-clause logic is the language and LISP is its metalanguage. A LISP function like ALL is similar to the DEMO predicate proposed in [lo] . The combined language is therefore very powerful, since it allows one to extend (through suitable metalanguage functions) the inference rules of the language. However, moving from one language to the other requires rather complex communication interfaces. Moreover, LISP (i.e. the metalanguage) data structures are the only data which can be communicated between the two languages. This forces unnecessary constraints on logic data structures or complex data'conversions, which would not be required if the two languages were closer from the viewpoint of data structures. This is the case of the language LEAF [2, 3] , where a logic language is interfaced to the functional language LCA , which is essentially a functional language obtained by removing logical variables and nondeterminism from the logic language (see Section 3.1). The two language components have then exactly the same data structures (logical terms). A similar situation can be found in the interface between the two language components (And-parallel and Or-parallel) of PARLOG [15] .
The main drawback of this approach is that the two language components are necessarily separated. This makes the semantics of the combination rather complex. The approaches that will be considered in the nexi. sections aim at the definition of.a single functional-logic language.
LOGIC PROGRAMMING WITH EQUALITY
There has always been a lot of interest in extending resolution theorem proving to theories with equality. One example of an inference system is paramodulation. Equality has been added to some logic-programming languages as well (see, for example, [40] and a nice semantic characterization of complete logic programs with equality in [36] ). Of course, though the equality relation, the functional notation comes in. Function symbols are no longer restricted to denote data constructors (for which equality is the same as identity). The real problem with equality is the complexity of the refutation procedure. It seems that some constraints on equality are needed to achieve the computational properties of logic programs. This can better be done in the framework of equational theories [34, 30] , which, under suitable conditions, are real functional-programming languages. In the next section we will consider equational theories as logic languages with functional syntax. In Section 8 we will look into the problem of how they can be combined with logic languages with the relational syntax.
LOGIC LANGUAGES WITH FUNCTIONAL SYNTAX (EQUATIONAL THEORIES)
In this section we will consider the technical foundations of the solution sketched in Section 3.2, namely, how to transform a functional equational language into a logic language.
The There exist other inference methods which are essentially equivalent to narrowing. We will consider these methods in the next two subsections.
Completion
The was originally introduced as a procedure to derive canonical term-rewriting systems from equational theories. In the late 70s several authors found that the algorithm could be used as a technique for proving the validity of equations in the inductive theories defined by a wide class of equational theories. The technique is complete (and sound) for the class of sort-separable equational theories [34], i.e. theories made complete by considering different those ground terms which cannot be proved to be equal in the theory. Under this assumption, the validity of an equation in a theory is equivalent to the consistency of the theory augmented with such an equation. The technique has widely been used to prove inductive theorems, without explicitly using the induction inference rule. In the general case, the completion procedure is computationally rather complex and expensive (the complexity measure is the number of generated critical pairs). If the equational theory can be represented by a canonical term-rewriting system, the critical pairs depend upon the superpositions of the theory equations with the equation to be proved. In such a case, the complexity can be dramatically reduced. Recently, completion has been applied to predicate-calculus theorem proving [31] . The first step was showing that there exists a canonical term-rewriting system for the propositional calculus. The validity of a propositional-calculus formula can then be proved by reducing the corresponding term. The second step was to show that predicate calculus can be represented as a (sort-separable) equational theory. The completion algorithm can then be used as a first-order-theories theorem prover. There exist some simplifications of the method (N-completion), which allow one to reduce the number of critical pairs. It is worthwhile to look at one example, where the theory is a set of definite Horn clauses and the theorem to be proved is a typical logic-programming query. The set of Horn clauses 
l-->0 (contradiction).
It is worth noting that the number of inferences is the same we would have with Z&D-resolution of Horn clauses. However, the unification is rather more complex, because the operators t and * are both associative and commutative. Moreover, from a progr amming viewpoint, there is a need of further complications to obtain the answers.
A variant of the method has been proposed by Paul [47] , which shows that rewrite methods on confluent rewriting systems can be applied to first-order-logic theorem proving, not only as a refutational proof technique but for satisfiable theories as well.
The method has been refined and specialized to logic programming in [17] , where theories are restricted to definite Horn clauses. The resulting completion algorithm is quite efficient and does not require extensions to the unification algorithm, even if there is still the need for a special predicate to collect the answers.
The completion approach is based on representing Horn clauses by means of equational theories. Therefore it is not a method for introducing logic-programming features in an equational language. Completion, however, has a strong relation to narrowing, which is very similar to linear completion. Informally, narrowing is related to completion as linear resolution is related to general resolution. Any form of completion more general than narrowing, therefore, even if interesting from a theorem-proving viewpoint, seems to be not adequate to logic programming. Another proposal related to the completion approach is SLOG [22, 24] , which is a Horn-clause language with the only predicate symbol "=" (essentially similar to the canonical representation of functional equations in LEAF [3] which will be described in the next section). The other predicates are viewed as boolean functions. Clausal superposition instead of resolution is used as the inference rule. Clausal superposition is an extension of the rule used in the Knuth-Bendix completion procedure. It is complete for first-order logic with equality, but it is rather time and space consuming compared to resolution. A specific efficient strategy (called inner superposition) [24] has been proposed, which is complete for a wide class of programs. The resulting inference system is once again very similar to narrowing.
Transformation to Clause Form and SIB-resolution
Equational theories with constructors, as we have already mentioned, have some interesting properties, which we will now briefly summarize.
(1) The distinction between functions and data constructors allows us to characterize theories which essentially define functional programs, ruling out equations that can be viewed as program properties. by suitable syntactic constraints, the minimal model defines a set of (deterministic) functions.
Narrowing is complete as the operational semantics of a logic language based on equations.
Narrowing, however, is not the only inference rule which can be used for logic languages based on equational theories with constructors. A different approach, suggested in the language LEAF [3] , is based on the transformation of the equations into Horn clauses and on an SLD-resolution inference rule. This approach, as we will see in Section 8, is relevant to the definition of logic languages which allow one to define both relations and functions.
A set of equations is first transformed to canonical form, which is a "flat" clause form where function composition is eliminated and replaced by the logical operator AND. For example, the canonical form of the equation *(s(x),y)=+(*(x,y),y)
is the clause *(s(x),y)=z: -*(x,y)=W,+(w,y)=z.
The same transformation applies to the equation to be proved, which is transformed into a goal clause, consisting of a conjunction of function composition free atoms, all containing the predicate symbol =. For example, the "goal" equation
is transformed into the goal clause Equations in canonical form are then similar to SLOG clauses [22, 24] . In LEAF, however, they are handled using the standard Horn-clause logic inference rule, i.e. SLD-resolution. = is considered as a predicate symbol without any specific property, i.e., an atom in the goal (whose predicate symbol is =) is unified (using standard unification) with a clause head. SLD-resolution has been shown to be complete [42] for proving existentially quantified equations in equational theories with constructors. Note that the equational theory is required to have the Church-Rosser property and is not required to have the finite-termination property. In conclusion, SLD-resolution on the canonical form is semantically equivalent to narrowing in equational theories with constructors [48] .
As we mentioned in Section 1, a functional program contains much more control information than the equivalent relational program. The partial ordering corresponding to nested function applications is lost in a "flat" relational representation. Such information is explicitly used by narrowing, which is therefore more efficient than blind SLD-resolution. The same information can usefully be exploited also with the relational representation if the original partial ordering is represented as control information and if this information can be used to drive the SLD-resolution interpreter. The solution proposed in LEAF is based on a producer-consumer variable annotation in clause bodies and goal clauses. For example, the annotated clause corresponding to the equation *(s(x),y)=+(*(x,y),y) is *(s(x),y)=z :-*(x,y)=w,+(?w,y)=z, while the annotated goal clause corresponding to the equation
A variable annotation (denoted by the prefix functor ?) in a atom means that the atom should preferably read a value for that variable, produced by other atoms. If the variable is not bound and the unification requires that variable to be instantiated, the rewriting of the atom is suspended. This annotation, similar to Concurrent Prolog read-only variables [54] , was shown to define a complete evaluation rule for SLD-resolution, provided that the annotation is ignored in some cases (when there are no other atoms which can compute that variable, or when there is a loop of suspended atoms in a deadlock-like situation) [43] . A similar complete producerconsumer annotation was first proposed in the language in [29] , which is a superset of Horn-clause logic (with equality) whose inference system is based on natural deduction techniques. SLD-resolution driven by annotated canonical clauses is fully equivalent to narrowing even from the operational viewpoint. As is the case for narrowing, when the functional language is used for reducing terms to their normal form (and not to prove existentially quantified equations), SLD-resolution is essentially standard reduction. Namely, the refutation does not require any searching (i.e., it is deterministic), and unification reduces to pattern matching. The standard functional language is then a special case of the logic language (with functional syntax), also from the implementation viewpoint.
SET ABSTRACTION AND UNIFICATION
In this section we will consider a completely different approach to the problem of defining a logic language based on a functional language. The idea, originally proposed in SuperLoGLIsP [8] and later advocated in [16] , is that relational logic programming can be achieved by using a functional language augmented with set abstraction and unification. Let us first consider Robinson's approach [8] . The starting point has to be found in the LOGLISP [51, 52] experience. In that system, the logic component is viewed through a function returning all the answers to the query (similar to the metalevel "all solutions" predicates in PROLOG). Conceptually, a predicate can then be viewed as a (deterministic) set-ualued function, returning the set of all the relation tuples. For example, the Horn clause append(cons(x,y),z,cons(x,w)I:-append(y,z,wI can be represented by the equation append(xl,xZ,x3)=Cxl,x2,x3lxl=cons(x,y) andx2=z and x3=cons(x,w) and append(y,z,w)).
It is worth noting that variables x, y, z, and w are existentially quanti'ed (logical variables). The right-hand side of the equation must be read "the set of all triples <xl ,x2,x3> such that there exist x,y, z, w which make the conjunction hold." The second idea is that of grouping all the different definitions of the relation into a single clause. This requires the use of the or operator (union on sets). In the example, if the only other clause for append is append (nil,x,x) ., the complete function definition is appendtxl ,x2,x3)=Cxl ,x2,x31
(xl q ni 1 and x2=x and x3=x) or (xl =cons(x,y) and x2=z and x3=cons(x,w) andappend(y,z,w))I.
The functional definition is equivalent to the set of clauses only under the closedworld assumption [13] , which allows one to express the two clauses by the single non-Horn clause appendtxl ,x2,x3) if and only if (xl =ni 1 and x2=x and x3=x) or (xl =cons(x,y) and x2=2 and x3=cons(x,w) and append(y,z,w)).
The functional expression corresponding to the goal :-append(x,y,cons(a,cons(b,nil) 
is the set expression Cx,ylappend(x,y,cons(a,cons(b,nil) III.
Two aspects are worth mentioning:
(1) Nondeterminism is replaced by set union.
(2) The evaluation requires the solution of conjunctive conditions, which include equations involving existentially quantified variables. The equations are the explicit representation of the unification in the original clauses.
The aim of the proposal is to use an efficient reduction machine to execute logic programs. Of course, new reduction rules are neede& to cope with existentially quantified variables and unification. An interesting proposal is epsilon-reduction [9] , which consists of two reduction rules, decomposition and specification. The specification rule eliminates an existentially quantified variable by substituting for it an expression to which it has been found equal. The decomposition rule corresponds to term unification and may produce new equations between variables and terms. A simulation of epsilon-reduction has been implemented in the RED1 machine. Some problems, mainly related to the or-connective, have no satisfactory solution yet. Darlington's approach [16] can be viewed as a combination of narrowing and set abstraction. Standard functions (defined by equations) and set-valued functions can be combined. Deterministic set-valued functions ark used, as in SuperLoGLIsP, to represent nondeterministic relations. Let us consider for example the function append defined by the standard equations: If we want to use append as a relation, to find all ways of decomposing a given list into two lists, we define a suitable set-valued function as follows:
spli t(x)=Xy,z(append(y,z)=x).
For evaluating an application of the function sp L i t ( a 1, the interpreter must be able to solve equations (such as append( y, z I= a), involving existentially quantified variables. Note that in SuperLoGLIsP the conjuncts in a set expression are either (recursive) function calls or equations between variables and terms (corresponding to the unification). Darlington's equations are more complex. The technical solution is essentially narrowing, with nondeterminism replaced (by the interpreter) with set union.
One aspect that is worth mentioning is that there must exist a specific function for each possible way of calling a relation, while in the case of SUperLOGLISP this is done by evaluating a set expression. This can be rather heavy from the programmer viewpoint, but allows program optimization. In fact, since the program is always activated by a function call, the input-output modes of the variables occurring in the equations to be solved are statically known.
Both languages are based on a higher-order functional language. The relevance of higher-order features in logic languages will be discussed in Section 10. It is one of the most attractive features of some functional languages and should be preserved when the language is extended with logic-programming features. There are, however, technical problems that have still to be solved, e.g. higher-order unification and higher-order narrowing.
INTEGRATING RELATIONAL AND FUNCTIONAL LOGIC LANGUAGES
All the languages mentioned in Sections 6 and 7 are logic languages which allow us to define functions. Some of them allow us also to combine functions and relations in a single coherent linguistic framework. The different proposals can be grouped in four classes:
(1) (2) All the languages in this class are based on a single notation and a single inference system. The main drawback is the lack of an adequate notation for relations. If functions are useful in relational logic programming, relations are essential to logic programming.
Equations (functions) and clauses (relations), with translation of clauses into equations.
These are typical of the completion approach [17] , which, however, leads to rather complex inference systems.
Functions and set-valued functions to denote relations.
This is the case of SuperLoGLrsP [S, 91 and of Darlington's language [16] . The approach seems very promising. The inference systems (epsilon-reduction or narrowing combined with set-oriented operations) have still to be compared with SLD-resolution from the performance viewpoint.
Functions and relations.
The languages in this class allow one to combine functional equations and relational Horn clauses. In all the languages functional expressions can occur in relational atoms. Most of the languages are based on two separate inference systems. The main languages in this class are: EQLOG [26, 27] , based on Horn clauses and confluent and finitely terminating equational theories. The inference systems are resolution and narrowing. FUNLOG [56] , essentially similar to EQLOG, with semantic unification instead of narrowing.
The declarative component of LEAF [2, 3] , where equations are translated into an annotated clause form and the inference system is SLD-resolution only. The language allows one to use relational atoms within function definitions. This is achieved through conditional equations. Consider the example The natural deduction logic language in [29] is similar to LEAF.
LAZY EVALUATION, INFINITE DATA STRUCTURES AND CONCURRENCY
Lazy evaluation has been shown to be very useful in functional languages to define an efficient external evaluation rule and to handle infinite data structures. Functional concurrent processes are also essentially based on lazy computational models. It is very hard to extend lazy evaluation techniques to relational logic programming. This would require the existence of a partial ordering relation on the atoms, similar to the one which is implicit in the nesting of applications in a functional program.
On the other hand, lazy evaluation is highly desirable, mainly in a functional-relational logic language, in order to define nonstrict functions (and relations) and for stream-based logic programming. Logic languages with functional syntax, as already mentioned, have the partial ordering control information of functional languages. Lazy evaluation can be obtained by a suitable computation strategy which exploits this information. Examples of logic languages featuring lazy evaluation (in the functional component) are:
The language proposed by Reddy [48] , which defines a special version of narrowing (lazy narrowing) and proves its completeness. [56] , which is based on a demand-driven computational model.
FUNLOG
The language in [18] , which uses conditional narrowing, similar in effect to lazy narrowing. Darlington's language [16] , which uses a strategy similar to lazy narrowing.
SuperLoGLIsP [9] , which does not actually have lazy evaluation. However, a lazy version of epsilon-reduction is being studied.
LEAF [2, 3] , which has lazy evaluation of relations too. The partial ordering is defined by annotating variables also in the relational atoms. The semantics of annotations is that described for annotations automatically generated for functional equations and is complete.
The language in [29] , which is similar to LEAF.
Functions and relations acting on infinite data structures (streams) can be nonterminating.
This rules out all those logic languages which are based on (or reduced to) equational theories having the finite-termination property (for example, EQLOG [26, 27] ). This is one more argument in support of equational theories with constructors, where narrowing completeness does not require such a property. In the case of relational logic languages, nonterminating relations (sometimes called perpetual processes) require specific inference rules to stop the computation when a sufficiently approximated answer has been computed. Both LEAF [2, 3] and the language in [29] feature such a rule.
The issue of control information is related also to the problem of defining parallel implementations of logic-functional languages. The presence of a functional component does not affect oa-parallelism.
Note, however, that in languages based on set abstraction [8, 9, 16] , nondeterminism is replaced by union on sets, where the various disjuncts can be evaluated concurrently.
A depth-first-like solution can also be easily realized by using a "lazy" union operator.
AND-parallelism is strongly affected by the functional component.
In fact, the intrinsic partial ordering of functional programs provides the basic process synchronization mechanism.
It has been noted [43, 48] that parallel Horn-clause languages [15, 54] are forced to introduce annotations on logical variables to control the order of evaluation of processes. These annotations make the semantics of logic programs much more complex (see, for example, [43] ). In the case of logic languages with functional notation, the order of evaluation can be controlled without restricting the use of logical variables and without affecting the language declarative semantics. Using the control information in AND-parallel computational models has been considered in various logic-functional languages, namely in Darlington's language [16] , in Reddy's language [48] (where parallel narrowing is considered), and in LEAF [3] . In LEAF the mechanism of annotations allows one also to control the order of evaluation of relational processes, without any constraint on the behavior of logical variables and without affecting the declarative semantics of the language. It is therefore possible to define an efficient AND-parallel resolution based interpreter for a logic language featuring both relations and functions.
HIGHER-ORDER FEATURES
As already mentioned, higher-order functions are one of the most appealing features of functional programming and should be preserved in an extension of functional programming with logic-programming features. In the case of languages based on lazy evaluation, it is possible to handle function-valued expressions, binding them to variables and applying them on arguments [48] , using narrowing instead of reduction. A complete implementation of narrowing for a higher-order functional language should also be able to solve equations with existentially quantified variables ranging over functions. This, in turn, requires a higher-order unification algorithm. Higher-order unification is theoretically well understood [32, 33] . However, computationally feasible algorithms do not exist for the general case, and satisfactory
